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Talk Outline

1. ACTION: Transforming the Culture 
of Computing

2. FINDINGS: In a More Balanced 
Computer Science Environment, 
Similarity is the Difference.

3. CONCLUSION: Correcting the Image of
Computer Science (the field and its participants) and

Introducing exciting CS into the k-12 curriculum

is Critical for Full Participation and for the Health 
and Future of the Enterprise and the Nation.
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Computer Science



CS Freshwomen at CMU
CS BS at CMU (women)

Computer Science



Carnegie Mellon Bachelor’s degrees in CS (2001-2005)

Grad year
Women Total % Female

CMU

% Female

National *

Spring 01 14 116 12% 20%

Spring 02 23 125 18% 18.8%

Spring 03 36 105 34% 19.4%

Spring 04 44 115 38% 17.7%

Spring 05 37 112 33%

*Taulbee Surveys of PhD granting departments



Meeting with some

First Year CS Students
at Carnegie Mellon, Sept 2001



Meeting with some

First Year CS Students
at Carnegie Mellon, Sept 2002



Meeting with some

First Year CS Students
at Carnegie Mellon, Sept 2003



Meetng with some

First Year CS Students
at Carnegie Mellon, Sept 2004



Meeting with some

First Year CS Students 
at Carnegie Mellon, Sept 2005
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How did this change Come to Be?

Action, Action, Action

and more Action
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Undergraduate Level

How did this change Come to Be?
Prior to 1999:

1.Outreach: to High School (AP CS) Teachers

2.Rational Admissions Criteria: De-emphasizing Prior-
Programming and emphasizing broad interests (while 
maintaining high academic achievement)

3.Access: Multiple Entry Routes into the CS 
curriculum
Starting in 1999:

4. Professional Community/ Support Infrastructure

All Adaptable to Other Venues
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Mellon

1.Outreach
(Fisher/Stehlik/Margolis/Sanders)

NSF Summer Institute at Carnegie Mellon 
for High School Teachers of Advanced
Placement Computer Science  (3 summers, 
1996-1998)

Provided gender equity discussions along with 
CS technical training 

240* teachers came to the CMU campus 

*15-20% of active AP CS teachers in the US.



Carnegie

Mellon
2.Changes in Admissions Criteria

• Allan Fisher, (then) Associate Dean for Undergraduate 
Computer Science Education, advised the Carnegie 
Mellon Admissions Office that prior programming 
experience was not a pre-requisite for success in the 
CS major.

•Raj Reddy, (then) Dean of Computer Science,
requested that the Admissions Office develop 
criteria that could help select future 
visionaries and leaders in CS.

The Admissions Office started placing high value 
on activities that demonstrated commitment to
“giving back to the community.”



Carnegie

Mellon
2.Changes in Admissions Criteria

Old: High Achievement + prior programming 
experience

New: High Achievement + broad interests + 
diverse perspectives



Carnegie

Mellon
3.Changes in Entry Level Curriculum

Multiple Entry Points 

Concepts of Math (21-127)

Intro to Programming (15-
100/111/121m)

Systems Skills (15-113m)

Concepts of Math (21-127)
Intro to Programming (15-100/111/121m)

Systems Skills (15-113m)

•Freshmen Immigration Course
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Concepts of Math (21-127)

Intro to Programming (15-100/111/121m)
Systems Skills (15-113m)

“Intro”

Data Structures and Algorithms (15-211)
Principles of Programming (15-212)

Introduction to Computer Systems (15-213)
Great Ideas in Computer Science (15-251)

“Core”

Algorithms (15-451)

“Upper-level”

Undergraduate CS Curriculum
(Still Boot Camp for CS)

Foundations
Menu

Systems
Menu

Applications
Menu
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4.Building Community



1999: Women@SCS

Organizes Numerous 
Professional/Social Events

that build Community and promote 
Professional/Educational

Experiences and Networking



•Women@SCS explicitly provides crucial educational and
professional experiences generally taken for granted by 
the majority in the community, but typically not 
available for the minority participants.

•Many of these experiences are casual and often happen 
in social settings. For example, in an undergraduate CS 
program, male students often have the opportunity to 
discuss homework with roommates and friends late at 
night or over meals. Course and job information and 
recommendations are passed down from upperclassmen, 
from fraternity files and from friends. 

•Women students being in the minority, do not have 
access to, in fact are often excluded from, these 
implicit and important advantages. As one proceeds into 
the professional world, similar phenomena occur.



Carol Frieze
Women@SCS Director

Some Current Members of the

Women@SCS Advisory Council (10/11/05)

Lenore Blum 
Women@SCS Facutly
Advisor
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CMU President Jared Cohon

Major Supporter of Women@SCS
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Mellon
Former SCS Dean Jim Morris

Major Supporter of Women@SCS
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Mellon
Current SCS Dean Randy Bryant

Major Supporter of Women@SCS
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CS Dept Head Jeannette Wing

Major Supporter of Women@SCS



The Women@SCS Web Team









You’ve got questions.

We’ve got answers.



Contact Us 
womalum@cs.cmu.edu

Contact Us 
womalum@cs.cmu.edu







Indeed, the culture is 
changing, in large part, 
due to the presence of
a near critical mass of
women students, and
the new student body.
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Computer Science (the field and its participants) and
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is Critical for Full Participation and for the Health 
and Future of the Enterprise and the Nation.
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GenderGap Studies

Earlier studies (eg Margolis-Fisher at Carnegie 
Mellon in the late 1990’s) point to strong gender 
differences.

•Differences in motivation/interest: NO
•Men tended to view the computer as an object 
of study in itself. (NO)
•Women tended to view the computer as a tool.
NO



Old study tells us more about
the (old) Culture of Computing, the kind of student we were 
looking for, and resulting biases in our admissions criteria,

Our Interpretation of M-F Findings:

•Old culture: CS = Programming
So value students with “hacker personality.”

•rather than essential differences between men and

women who like, and are good at, Computer Science.

•New vision: CS = Ubiquitous, Interdisciplinary
So value students with broad interests and 
diverse perspectives.



Indeed, new studies at Carnegie Mellon show that, 
in a more balanced* computer science environment,
men and women are more alike than different.

*More balanced in 3 critical domains:

Gender,

Mix of students and breadth of their interests, 
and

Professional experiences afforded all students.

New Sloan Study (Blum-Frieze 2002,2004)



Indeed, new studies at Carnegie Mellon show that, 
in a more balanced* computer science environment,
men and women are more alike than different.

We are now finding similar spectra of interest & 
motivation amongst women and amongst men:

Some women are hackers, some men are hackers.

Some women like applications, so do some men.

Mostly, everyone has some of each quality.

New Sloan Study (Blum-Frieze 2002,2004)



Indeed, new studies at Carnegie Mellon show that, 
in a more balanced* computer science environment,
men and women are more alike than different.

We are now finding similar spectra of interest & 
motivation amongst women and amongst men:

Some women are hackers, some men are hackers.

Some women like applications, so do some men. 

Mostly, everyone has some of each quality.

New Sloan Study (Blum-Frieze 2002,2004)

*** Beware, danger of Marginalization.

Modify curriculum with caution!



The image of “dreaming in code” as the dominant 
characteristic of male computer science students 
was clearly being challenged.

(2004, F) “It’s always fun to sit down in front of 
a computer and kind of producing code until 
something is done and it’s such a good feeling. A 
lot of time once I sit down and do programming I 
find myself living in the cluster for a day without 
eating or sleeping.”

(2002, M) “I still find computers to be very 
interesting. But because the field of computer 
science has grown as I’ve learned more about it, 
it’s no longer the computer itself and the 
programming that is interesting. It’s what can be 
done with the programs that is now interesting. 
…The computer I see more as a tool now, as 
opposed to this neat toy.”



Definition of computer science 
crosses gender lines:

The most common theme to emerge was 
that computer science meant 
“problem solving” & “a way of thinking.”

(2004, F) “I look at computer science as 
a sort of logic based way to solve 
problems.”



Contrary to earlier findings, the confidence 
of most women in our cohort had increased 
by their senior year and had not been 
“extinguished”.

(2002, F) “I see myself as one of the best 
of the best now”.

(2004, F)  “Once you start working on different 
projects or having more projects under your belt you 
just feel a little better. ... Public speaking and 
having a more professional front is all part of it. 
And joining a group like Women@SCS really helps 
because there are plenty of chances to speak, talk 
and I think just growing more as an individual."



BUT..There is a Crisis in Computer Science !

Implications for our Nation’s future is alarming!

From Taulbee Survey 2004



The Crisis in Computer Science



Fundamental misconceptions
about computer science

--rather than gender differences–

are a root cause of gender under-representation

as well as the current crisis in the field.

The fundamental misconception, of course,
is that CS = Programming.



CS = Programming



Very few of the pioneers and current 
professors of computer science were 
“hackers.” Many were motivated by their 
interest in logic and in understanding
intelligence and problem solving.

Today, in the twenty first century, 
with the increasing ubiquity of 
computing, women and men with a 
broader and diverse vision and deeper 
perspective are critical for the field
and will drive its future.

Let’s make sure our educational 
programs reflect that!



What to DO?What to DO?

Long Term

Short Term....

Workshops for High School Math and

Computer Science Teachers

Provide supplementary curricular 

materials for hs math and CS courses

Programs for HS students

Outreach Activities

Revamp entry level CS at colleges 

and universities







CS4HSCS4HSSATURDAY, JULY 22 2006

9:15-10:00 KEYNOTE: Computational Thinking (Jeannette Wing, CMU)

10:15-12:30 FEATURE TOPIC I: CS Unplugged (Craig Nevill-Manning, Google)

2:00-3:00 Careers and Social Responsibility in CS (Mark Stehlik, CMU)

3:15-5:30 FEATURE TOPIC II: Great Ideas in CS (Food for Thought:

Cutting Cakes and Flipping Pancakes (Manuel Blum & Steven Rudich, CMU)

SUNDAY, JULY 23 2006

9:00-10:00 PANEL Broadening Participation in CS (Lenore Blum & Carol 

Frieze, CMU; Orit Hazzan, Technion; Claudia Morrell, CWIT))

10:15-12:30 FEATURE TOPIC III: Robotics (Tom Lauwers,Dave Touretzky,CMU)

2:00-3:00 MINI-SESSION: Teaching Computational Thinking; Visualizing

Computation using RAPTOR (Tom Cortina, CMU)

3:15-5:30 FOCUS TOPIC IV: Computational Biology (Guy Blelloch, CMU)

MONDAY, JULY 24 2006

9:00-10:00 MINI-SESSION : Cognitive Tutors (Ken Koedinger, CMU)

10:15-11:45 Group Presentations

11:45-12:00 WRAP-UP & evaluations
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Women@SCS

Students initiate many 
outreach efforts to 

enhance the image of CS

To the rescue!





EYH Workshop  “Is there a Robot in Your Future?”
Saturday, March 16, 2002

Women@SCS
Students

Middle School 
Girls



Outreach Brochures

For Middle and High School Students



Outreach Brochures

For Undergraduate Students



Computer Science is Everywhere!



Women@SCSWomen@SCS RoadshowRoadshow
http://http://women.cs.cmu.eduwomen.cs.cmu.edu//

The exciting world of computer science!
School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University



TheThe Women@SCSWomen@SCS OutreachOutreach RoadshowRoadshow
Different Versions/Different Audiences: 
• Middle/high school boys and girls 
• Teachers, parents
• Undergraduate men and women

Student Teams:
• Undergraduates (seniors, juniors, sophomores, freshmen)
• Graduates representing: Computer Science, Robotics, 

Language Technologies, Human Computer Interaction
Software Engineering, Entertainment technology and more……..

Conference Presentations



TheThe Women@SCSWomen@SCS OutreachOutreach RoadshowRoadshow

Goals:
• To challenge stereotypes
• To show breadth and diversity of the field
• To get students (and parents and teachers) excited about

the science and the possibilities
• To increase the visibility of young women in the field
• To leave our audiences wanting to find out more 

hopefully through further studies …….

• To have fun!



Who We AreWho We Are

Renée Rivas
Junior, CSD

Liz Crawford
PhD, CSD

Stefanie Tomko
PhD, LTI

Amani Ahmed
Senior, CSD

Gwendolyn Stockman
Senior, CSD



Who can do Who can do 
Computer ScienceComputer Science





Guess who are the Computer Scientists Guess who are the Computer Scientists 

in the following pictures:in the following pictures:

























What is Computer Science and What is Computer Science and 
what can you do with it what can you do with it 



you have a pair of scales 

you have 12 coins 

11 weigh the same 

the other is heavier 

How do you find the heavy coin if you 
are allowed 3 weighings? .. 

Problem SolvingProblem Solving
Learn how to build Algorithms ...
a sequence of steps/instructions to solve a problem

Algorithm type Puzzle 1.Algorithm type Puzzle 1.



ProgrammingProgramming

a computer can only do what it is told to do

a program is a set of instructions telling a machine what 
to do.

you can write a program that runs the functions in your 
cell phone   …or a program that lets you view your digital 
pictures

Programming is at the heart of computer science ……

BUT COMPUTER SCIENCE IS SO MUCH MORE!



Internet and Instant MessengerInternet and Instant Messenger

Do you use email?
Have you ever wondered how your message goes 
from your computer to your friend’s computer?

Do you use IM? 
Have you ever wondered how it works?

The science of computer science is behind it all!



Neuroscience + Computer ScienceNeuroscience + Computer Science
We can use computers to see 
what happens in a person’s brain 
when they think, and to model how 
the brain solves problems

We can use computer science 
to find patterns in DNA, model 
biological systems, determine the 
structure of molecules, and much 
much more…

Biology + Computer ScienceBiology + Computer Science



Graphics: Art, Animation + Computer ScienceGraphics: Art, Animation + Computer Science



Web Site BuildingWeb Site Building



Talking headsTalking heads

Developed by OHSU Center for Spoken Language Understanding, CU Center for Spoken

Language Research, UoE Centre for Speech Technology Research, and UC Santa Cruz Perceptual Science Laboratory



Talking HeadsTalking Heads

Developed by OHSU Center for Spoken Language Understanding, CU Center for Spoken

Language Research, UoE Centre for Speech Technology Research, and UC Santa Cruz Perceptual Science Laboratory



Human Computer Interaction and Human Computer Interaction and 

Language TechnologiesLanguage Technologies

Automatic Sign 
Translation

Learning Technologies



User interfaces forUser interfaces for
speech recognitionspeech recognition

When's the 

next plane 

to Boston?

The next 

train to 

Austin

leaves at 

4:45pm.

when a system is 
likely to make 

errors?

How do we keep 
users happy



Artificial Intelligence + Artificial Intelligence + 

Computer ScienceComputer Science

The Captcha Project was developed by computer scientists from the 
Aladdin Center at Carnegie Mellon http://www.captcha.net



Cognition

Action

Perception

Camera
Sonar
Laser range-finders

Planning
Scheduling
Machine Learning

Manipulation
Locomotion
Navigation

RoboticsRobotics



RoboticsRobotics

Cognition

Action

Perception

Camera
Sonar
Laser range-finders

Planning
Scheduling
Machine Learning

Manipulation
Locomotion
Navigation



RoboticsRobotics



Robots that can play soccer: Robots that can play soccer: 

Sports + Computer ScienceSports + Computer Science



RoboCupRoboCup



Robots in Space: Robots in Space: 

Astronomy + Computer ScienceAstronomy + Computer Science

MarsLunar rover

Solar sail Lunar Ice Discovery





These only represent the tip of the These only represent the tip of the 

Iceberg of interesting applications of Iceberg of interesting applications of 

computer science. Some others include:computer science. Some others include:

--using computers to make musicusing computers to make music

--using computers to predict using computers to predict 

economic changeseconomic changes

--cryptography (secret codes)cryptography (secret codes)

--internet applications (search internet applications (search 

engines, websites)engines, websites)



If you would like to learn more If you would like to learn more 

about anything youabout anything you’’ve just seen, ve just seen, 

dondon’’t hesitate to ask, or email us att hesitate to ask, or email us at

women@scs.cmu.eduwomen@scs.cmu.edu

http://http://women.cs.cmu.eduwomen.cs.cmu.edu
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Graduate Level

Adapt Successful strategies:

1. Outreach

RoadShow aimed at undergraduates

2. Rational Admissions Criteria

De-emphasize prior CS degree

3. Effective Entry Routes

Buffer year, tailored advising, research

4. Professional Community Women@IT



Who We AreWho We Are

Gita Sukthankar 

PhD Robotics

Xuejing Chen 

PhD Computer Science

Ariadna Font Llitjos

PhD Language Technologies

Ting Shih

Masters in

Information 

Technology

Tina Bennett

PhD Language Technologies



You bring your raw talent,

intellect, and curiosity.

The Ph.D. program creates

well-educated researchers 

and future leaders.



Computer Science AreasComputer Science Areas

Artificial Intelligence Systems and Languages

Theory

Algorithms

Complexity Theory

Semantics

Interdisciplinary Research

Machine Learning

Human Language Technologies

Speech

Machine Translation

Information Retrieval

Vision

Computer Music

Robotics

Multi-agent Planning and Execution

Robot Learning

Data Mining

Computer Systems

Computer Architecture

Programming Languages

Graphics

Databases

Parallel and Distributed Systems

Networking

Security

Software Engineering

Formal Methods

Operating Systems

Computational Neuroscience

Computational Biology

Human-Computer Interaction



Xuejing ChenXuejing Chen

Center for Neural Basis of 

Cognition

Computer Science Department

Using CS to study the brainUsing CS to study the brain



Huh? Using CS to study the Huh? Using CS to study the 

brain?brain?

Algorithmic/Math

tools:

– Probabilistic models

– Information theory

– Machine learning

Simulating theories

Visual Input

Neuron responses

Model



Undergraduate ResearchUndergraduate Research

How will you know that graduate school is for you?

Answer:

– Do an undergraduate research program!

– It’s the best way to learn about current research, decide 

whether you want to continue to graduate school, and get 

the recommendations you’ll need to be accepted.

Informal:

– Email professors to find out whether they have 

undergraduate research projects and if their labs are hiring 

for the summer.

Formal:

– Apply to a more structured undergraduate research program.



The world is yours ~The world is yours ~

choose where you want to landchoose where you want to land



Culture and Participation in Computing:
4 Case Studies

WESTERN CULTURES
Case Study 1: Undergraduate CS at Carnegie 
Mellon University
Case Study 2: The Software Industry: Agile 
Software Development
EASTERN CULTURES
Case Study 3: Jewish and Arab Israeli High 
School Advanced Placement (AP) CS Classes.
Case Study 4: Undergraduate CS at Carnegie 
Mellon-Qatar

Postscript



Culture and Environment as Determinants of 

Women’s Participation in Computing
Lenore Blum, CS Carnegie Mellon  

Carol Frieze, SCS Carnegie Mellon

Orit Hazzan, Dept. of Education in Technology & Science Technion

M. Bernardine Dias, Robotics Carnegie Mellon

This paper presents a cultural perspective towards thinking about, and 

acting on, issues concerning women and computer science and related 

fields. We posit and demonstrate that the notion of a gender divide in 

how men and women relate to computing, traditionally attributed to 

gender differences, is largely a result of cultural and environmental 

conditions. Indeed, the reasons for women entering – or not entering 

– the field of computer science have little to do with gender and a lot

to do with environment and culture as well as the perception of the 

field. Appropriate outreach, education and interventions in the 

micro-culture can have broad impact, increasing participation in 

computing and creating environments where both men and women 

can flourish. This argument is illustrated by specific case studies.



Case Study 1: The Undergraduate CS Program at 
Carnegie Mellon



Case Study 2: The Software Industry

This case study illustrates how the culture inspired by agile software development 

methods [Cockburn, 2001] enables women to gain new and better positions in the high-

tech industry in general, and in software development teams, in particular.

Manifesto for Agile Software Development
•We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. 

Through this work we have come to value: 

•Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

•Working software over comprehensive documentation

•Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

•Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more

.

Females and males’ communicative behavior in agile teams
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Case Study 3: Jewish and Arab Israeli High 
School Advanced Placement (AP) CS Classes.
Most Jewish and Arab students in Israel attend separate educational systems with 

similar curricula in most subjects. Specifically, the AP CS classes are all coed, the 

syllabus is identical in both systems and the only differences are in the teaching 

language and the language of the matriculation exam. In the Jewish sector 28% of the 

students were female, in the Arab sector 61% were; that is, while female high school 

students in the Jewish sector are under represented in AP CS classes, they are highly 

represented in the Arab sector. 

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

Mother Father Sibling Friend Experienced

Friend

Teacher

Arab Female StudentsJewish Female 

Students

Mother, Father, Sibling, Friend, Experienced Friend, Teacher

Percentages of females’ encouragement by others



Case Study 4: Undergraduate CS at Carnegie Mellon-Qatar
In the fall 2004, Carnegie Mellon opened a campus in Qatar offering an 

undergraduate major in CS with the same curriculum as its campus in Pittsburgh.

In the cultural context of this paper, we can already present some interesting 

observations, particularly since women outnumber men in the Qatar CS program.

Preliminary observations indicate that Qatar Arab students’ perceptions of CS and of 

women’s ability in math/science studies align with many of observations from our case 

studies of the Israeli-Arab AP CS classes and of the new micro-culture at CMU-Pgh.

Women students completed the sentence “I chose to learn computer science 

because” with “It has to do with logic”, “I loved computers since I 

was a kid”, and “Computer science is important in every domain of life”. Family 

and teachers were the most important influencers for all students, men and women, in 

their decision to study computer science. 

Surveyed women students overwhelmingly disagreed with the statement: “In

my country, an equal number of men and women choose to study 

computer science.” The reasons were surprising, elaborated as follows: “I

believe in my country females feel that computer science is more

important; men go to engineering and business field[s]” and 

“Women are [represented] more than men because they are ‘more 

genius’ than men”. 



CONCLUSION
Whether referring to attitudes within larger cultures, such as the Israeli 

and Qatari-Arab sub-cultures, or a micro-culture, such as the computing 

culture of a specific undergraduate department, we hope to have 

illustrated the impact of culture and environment as determinants of 

women’s choices and participation in computing.

We have offered evidence for an alternative model of thinking about 

gender issues rooted in the dynamics of culture rather than the self-

limiting, and often misleading, oppositional model of gender 

differences. Our work leads to various questions, two of which have 

clear implication for constructive and effective action are:

How might thinking about culture (as opposed to gender) 

help us understand and impact women’s and girls’ (and 

boys’) choices of CS and computing related careers?

What can these different cultures learn from each other 

with regards to CS education?



For more information, please For more information, please 
visit the visit the Women@SCSWomen@SCS website:website:

http://women.cs.cmu.edu/http://women.cs.cmu.edu/

Thank you!Thank you!


